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To all, whon, it may concern:
Be it known that I, MORRIS EPSTEIN, a citi
Zen of the United States, residing at New York
city, borough of Manhattan, in the county of
New York and State of New York, have in
vented certain new and useful Improvements
in Match-Boxes; and I do hereby declare the
following to be a full, clear, and exact descrip
tion of the invention, such as will enable oth
O ers skilled in the art to which it appertains
to make and use the same.
My invention relates to improvements in
match-boxes of the kind constructed more
particularly for carrying about the person in
15 the Waistcoat or other pocket.
The object of the invention is to produce a
simple and economical match-box of the kind
referred to which shall be capable of being
made of Very light material and put together
by means of rivets only.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1
parts of the frame of my improved match-box.
Fig. 2 represents the spring-catch for holding
the spring-top of the box closed; Fig. 3, the

represents a perspective view of the several
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cover of the box, and Fig. 4 represents a ver
tical longitudinal section of the match-box.
Referring to the drawings, Adesignates the
frame of the box, which is made in a single
piece from a strip of thin metal bent to form
the back rim Cl, front rim b, and bottom rim
c. The edges of these parts are bent over at
right angles to form flanges d d", that extend
from the upper or top end of the back rim a
35 around the edges of the bottom rim c and up
the front rim b and terminate at a at a point
about half-Way between the bottom and top
of Said front part. These flanges have pro
jections or ears e e'e', respectively, at the
40 ends thereof and at an intermediate point
Say at the junction of the back rim C, with the
bottom rim C-and the ears are perforated for
the rivets that fasten the cover on the frame,
as will be described presently.
45 B is the top of the match-box. This is
struck up in a single piece from thin metaland
has its edges bent over at right angles to form
flanges ff', that extend from end to end of the
top. At the rear end ears g g are formed on
50 the flanges to receive the pintle h, on which
the top turns. The spring i for throwing the
top open is Wound around this pintle, as

shown. The front end of the top B is turned

under to form a hook k, that engages the
catch that fastens the top when closed.
D is a spring-catch made from a flat piece
of steel and having the catch lat its upper
end and a rivet-hole m, which when the spring
catch is in position is in line with a rivet-hole
in the front rim of the box-frame. The
spring-catch is narrower than the front rim
of the frame.
E is the cover of the box, which is made
from a single piece of material manipulated
in such a manner as to form the sides o O and
back p of the cover. In the sides rivet-holes
q Q are formed, that correspond in position to
the rivet-holes in the ears e' e.
The several parts of my improved match
box having been described, I will now pro
ceed to state the method of putting them to
gether to form the box.
The spring-catch. D is laid against the in
side of the front rim between the flanges did
and fastened in that position by means of the
single rivet, as shown in Fig. 4. The top B
is connected with the frame by inserting its
ears g g between the ears e e on the flanges
did of the back rim a and securing it in that
position by means of the pintle h, passed
through the perforations in the said ears.
The spring , which is wound around the pin
tle, is arranged so that one end bears against
the top and the other against the back rim,
as shown clearly in Fig. 4. The spring is
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wound in such a manner that its upper end,

that bears against the top, forces the top up
to open the box when it is released from the

catch. The frame thus put together is in
serted between the sides o O of the cover E,
with its back rim against the back thereof,
and is secured in place by means of rivets r",

passed, respectively, through the perforations
or rivet-holes in the ears e'e' in the frame and
q q' in the cover, as indicated in Fig. 4, thus
forming the complete match-box. The rivet r"
being inside the spring-catch D aids in hold
ing the same in place. The front rim b be
ing of thin metal bends readily when pressed;
but the spring-catch D returns it to its proper
position.
The match-box is closed by turning the top
B down until the hook le forces the spring
catch l back and passes the same, whereupon
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the catch springs forward and engages the
hook, as shown in Fig. 4. To open the box,
the thumb is pressed against the front rim b,
near the top thereof, whereby the spring-catch .
is forced back and releases the hook, where
upon the spring throws the top up and open.
The cover E is preferably made of leather,
which is particularly adapted to a frame of
this construction; but I do not confine my
O self to that material exclusively.
I claim
1. In a match-box the combination of a

frame. A made in a single piece consisting of

the front, back and bottom rims b a C having.
flanges did thereon, the flanges on the front
rim extending to the point a only, and the
rim having perforated ears e e' ethereon, the 3d
top B made in a single piece and having
flanges.ff' with perforated ears g g thereon
at the rear end and a hookk at the front end,
the ears g g being placed between the earse e
of the frame and secured thereto by the pin 35
tle h, a spring wound around said pintle and
having its ends bearing respectively against
the top B and back rim a, the spring-catch D
fastened to the front rim b, and the cover E
inclosing the frame and top and connected
with the frame by rivets, passed through the
projections e'e', substantially as specified.
In testimony that I claim the invention
above set forth I affix my signature in pres.

frame consisting of front, back and bottom
rims having flanges thereon, the flanges on
the front rim terminated at a point between
the top of the front rim and the bottom rim,
a top for closing the box having flanges there
on, means for hinging the top to the back rim
of the frame, and a hook formed on the free
end of the top, and a spring-catch riveted to ence of two witnesses.
the front rim and having a catch to engage
MORRIS EPSTEIN.
the hook at the top and a spring for opening
the top when released from the catch, sub Witnesses:
stantially as specified.
ADAM WIENER,
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2. In a match-box the combination of the

WILTON C. DONN,

